Blues Crossword

Across
1. In music, when a line is sung or a tune is played multiple times.
4. Most modern versions of this instrument have a row of 88 black and 52 white keys.
7. This music genre from artists like Jay-Z has its roots in blues.
10. Mississippi blues legend B.B. King revolutionized music with his play of the electric version of this stringed instrument.
12. The blues shuffle is played on this percussion instrument known for giving a beat to music.
13. This Empress of the Blues was famous in the 1920s and 1930s.
14. The blues originated in this country.

Down
1. Call-and-_________ is popular in certain music styles; an example is when a vocalist sings a question and invites the audience to sing the answer back.
2. This brass instrument is played by famed blues and jazz musicians alike, such as Louis Armstrong.
3. In modern blues, you’re more likely to find this stringed instrument in its guitar version than a stand-up version.
5. This woodwind was played by blues legend King Curtis.
6. Both jazz and blues are known for this, making up the music on the spot.
8. Rock-and-roll from bands like this Fab Four has its roots in the blues.
9. This singer-songwriter whose career spanned from 1941 to 1982 is known as the “father of modern Chicago blues.”
11. This handheld wind instrument offers blues a signature sound.
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